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Zen
Designed by Jehs+Laub

Zen’s clear and delicate language of forms makes it universally deployable.  Jehs and Laub’s latest 
design adds splendor to any workplace or high-end café.  Sophisticated form gives way to unparalleled 
beauty of design.  Breathtaking from all angles, the Zen chair epitomizes the relationship of form and 
functionality. 

Ergonomically designed, Zen’s fully upholstered shell provides a high level of seating comfort for long 
stretches of time. Flexible polygonal blades in the seat and back areas ensure optimal adaptation of 
the fully upholstered plastic shell to the user’s body. The cantilever base provides additional support for 
dynamic seating positions making it an idea chair for guests, meetings and cafés.
The fully upholstered seat adds comfort and luxury to the chair. There is a delicate twist to the arm-
rests, creating visual interest and an ideal angle for relaxed seating. Zen is also available as a stackable 
chair.  A slight curve inward at the base of the frame adds an unexpected feature to this minimalistic 
chair.

The flexible frame is coated with molded foam making it very sturdy and durable. The inside back 
features a small stitch detail running across the chair. This stitch not only adds visual interest, but also 
serves to secure the upholstery treatment for a sophisticated look that won’t wear out. Made of a die-
cast aluminum base and a plastic shell with a fully upholstered cover, Zen has the appearance of one 
continuous, flowing piece. The delicate armrests are invisibly mounted to the shell and the upholstered 
seat covers are attached so that no seams or zippers are visible. Its language of forms is fluid, clear, 
and dynamic. Seamless design and construction means Zen looks good from any angle. 

Beyond the seamless construction, Zen’s true innovation is hidden beneath the upholstered seat and 
back as this cantilever chair sets the benchmark for ergonomics. In order to provide seating without 
fatigue the shell is designed to perfectly adapt to the human body using flexible polygonal blades that 
are covered with molded foam to provide the ultimate in comfort.

The Zen chair encapsulates everything needed for the ideal side chair. Beautiful form catches the eye 
and innovative ergonomics create superlative seating comfort. 

About Davis Furniture
Davis Furniture, located in High Point, NC, is a leading voice in the contract furniture industry focused 
on looking to the future of work environments. We offer cutting-edge, innovative, and aesthetically 
pleasing products designed to benefit the functionality of the user and the space. Founded in 1944, 
Davis Furniture is a family-owned business with the highest corporate integrity, a devoted loyalty to our 
customers, and a neverending dedication to functionality, innovation, and design.


